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Our speakers on November 15th include our patron, Professor Michael 

Clanchy, whose work on medieval law, literacy and communication is of course 
well-known; his From Memory to Written Record is now in its third edition and has 
inspired many scholars. His work on medieval literacy continues apace, now 
spanning a thousand years from 500-1500. It is always a pleasure to hear him 
speak, especially on Abelard and Heloise and this review of his book may be 
useful:	  http://www.history.ac.uk/reviews/review/52 .  

Dr Laura Crombie, from University of York, has been inspired by the 
Flemish Guilds of Archers’ processions and festivities to investigate medieval 
communication in terms of civic cultural and social networks; an important 
reminder that communication then as now is never only oral or written. Read 
her OUP blog here http://blog.oup.com/2013/08/medieval-crossbow-
competition-community-low-countries/ and see a fascinating painting of the 
Festival of Archers by the Master of Frankfurt (d.1533) here at the Royal Antwerp 
Museum of Fine Art (KMSKA) complete with jester and, curiously, bird 
droppings http://www.kmska.be/en/collectie/highlights/Schuttersfeest.html . 

Dr Olivia Robinson is a lecturer in medieval literature at the University 
of Oxford where among other projects she has been studying the use of verse, 
prose and citation in the Querelle surrounding Alain Chartier’s poem, La Belle dame 
sans mercy, in fifteenth century Paris, which followed on from the Querelle des 
Dames surrounding the Roman de La Rose (a scene from a French fourteenth 
century manuscript copy of that poem illustrates our poster) and working on a 
short biography of Charles d’Orléans. In a neat connection with our theme of 
medieval communication, the newly digitized British Library MS Royal 16 F II 
(the only extant witness of the poems of Charles d’Orléans written during his 
captivity in London, 
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Royal_MS_16_F_II ) has 
illuminations by both English and S. Netherland artists and on fol. 137 has 
Heloise teaching a courtier and ladies of the French court Capellanus’s Art of 
Love. Liv has also been working on creative translation teaching ideas	  
http://www.bnc.ox.ac.uk/about-brasenose/news/1247-creative-translation-at-
brasenose taking Sir Gawain and the Green Knight to sixth formers, giving the 
medieval phrase ‘well rad’ something of a makeover. 

It is a pleasure to welcome our guest speaker Professor van Oostrom, 
the famous Dutch historian and former president of the Royal Netherlands 

 



Academy of Arts and Sciences.  We are honoured he has come over to speak to 
us on how communication in the vernacular was linked to political autonomy in 
the medieval Netherlands. He has specialised in the contextualisation of Dutch 
literature of the Middle Ages, publishing Court and Culture: Dutch Literature 1350-
1450 in 1992, which ardently refuted Huizinga’s theory of decay in The Waning of 
the Middle Ages and posited a vibrant and lively medieval Netherlands court 
culture a theory with vital lessons for understanding other contemporary 
Northern European courts. He’s also undertaken huge projects such as putting 
together a canon of Dutch history, and he explores the Dutch culture of the 
fourteenth century in his latest book,  Wereld in Worden (The World in Words, and if 
your Dutch is better than mine, the opening chapter is here http://www.wereld-
in-woorden.nl/files/Eerste_hoofdstuk.pdf ). This book follows on from his 
Stemmen op Shriften (The Voices in the Texts) that linked the earliest fragment of 
vernacular West Flemish found on a flyleaf in an Aelfric book from Rochester 
Priory (Oxford, Bodley 370) to songs women sang for their absent lovers: ‘Have 
all birds begun nests, except me and you - what are we waiting for?’ Go to  
‘Hebban alle vogala . . .’ at http://www.vogala.org/  to hear the rhyme read in 
the original vernacular. 
	  


